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I. INTRODUCTION

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) provides an efficient means to mitigate the intersymbol interference (ISI) caused by the channel multipath spread and enjoys the simple frequency domain channel equalization via fast Fourier transform (FFT). However, in addition to the large peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) and the necessity for complicated frequency synchronization, conventional OFDM systems suffer from a major disadvantage of poor diversity performance in frequency-selective fading channels. Channel coding has been traditionally used to improve the diversity across frequency and time, and recently linear precoding and block spreading are introduced for OFDM systems to gain frequency diversity [1-4].

Though there are some variations in performing precoding, the precoded OFDM systems share the same principle of applying a unitary matrix to a group of data symbols before subcarrier mapping. Since the precoded data symbol modulated on a subcarrier is now a linear combination of the original data symbols, if any subcarrier experiences a deep fade after transmitting over a frequency-selective multipath channel, the original data symbols can be still recovered from other received subcarriers, so that the system performance is improved due to the increased diversity order.

Several authors have proved, using a pairwise error probability (PEP) analysis, that the precoded OFDM can achieve the maximum diversity advantage with the maximum-likelihood (ML) detection if the precoding data group size is larger than or equal to the channel diversity order [1,2]. Since the ML detection is highly computationally complicated, especially when the data group size is large, a linear equalization, such as the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) equalization and the zero-forcing (ZF) equalization, followed by a hard decision is preferable in practice. However, regarding the performance of the precoded OFDM with linear equalization, there is a controversy found in the literature. Tepedelenlioglu claims in [3], based on the PEP analysis, that a precoded OFDM system can always achieve maximum multipath diversity through linear equalization, whereas McCloud concludes in [4], by asymptotical error performance analysis for only ZF equalization, that the linear equalization does not gain any diversity advantage for block spread OFDM (which is also a precoded OFDM).

In this paper, a different asymptotical approach is taken to investigate the diversity performance of the linear equalization for the precoded OFDM. We first analyze the bit error rate (BER) of the linear equalization under two system parameters, i.e., the data group size and the channel diversity order, assuming a quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) subcarrier mapping. Then, we derive the asymptotical performance by putting the two parameters into different extreme conditions. We also determine a performance lower bound of the ML detection, so that the performance of the linear equalization can be compared, and the diversity advantage can be assessed. After defining an asymptotical SNR degradation, a comprehensive understanding of the linear equalization’s behavior is gained, and thus the controversy over the diversity performance of the linear equalization is settled.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the precoded OFDM system models are presented. In Section III, the BER of the linear equalization is formulated as a function of the data group size and the multipath diversity order. Section IV is devoted to the derivation of the closed-form asymptotical BER of the linear equalization. Section V provides the evaluation results of the derived asymptotical BER and defines the asymptotical SNR degradation. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODELS

The precoded OFDM transmitter baseband model is shown in Fig. 1 (a), where a block of $MN$ input data symbols ($M$ and $N$ are chosen as integer powers of 2 for convenience) is denoted as a sequence $\{x[i]\}, i = 0,1,\ldots,MN-1$, or vector $\mathbf{x}$. 
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Before precoding, $x[l]$ is firstly divided, through serial-to-parallel conversion (S/P), into $N$ groups of size $M$ with the $n$th group, $n = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1$, being denoted as a vector

$$
x_n = (x[nM], x[nM + 1], \ldots, x[nM + M - 1])^T
$$

where $(\cdot)^T$ denotes the matrix transposition.

The precoding process is to apply an $M \times M$ unitary matrix $U$, which satisfies the property $UU^T = U^TU = I$, where $(\cdot)^T$ denotes the matrix transposition and complex-conjugation operation and $I$ is the identity matrix of order $M$, to each vector $x_n$ to produce a precoded vector $UX_n$, and thus each element in the precoded vector is a linear combination of the symbols in vector $x_n$. To better exploit frequency diversity, the precoded symbols are preferably mapped onto subcarriers equally spaced across the transmitted bandwidth [2]. This mapping can be implemented by performing a block interleaving operation among the $N$ precoded vectors and then taking an IFFT of length $MN$ on the interleaved vector $Y$. The resulting vector is denoted as $y$.

After parallel-to-serial conversion (P/S), $y$ is converted into a time domain sequence $y[l], i = 0, 1, \ldots, MN - 1$. To form a precoded OFDM symbol, either a cyclic prefix (CP) or a zero-padded (ZP) suffix of sufficient length (longer than the maximum channel multipath delay $L$ in samples) need to be added to $y[l]$ to avoid interference between adjacent precoded OFDM symbols and turn the linear convolution of the transmitted signal with the channel impulse response into a circular one.

The precoded OFDM signal is then transmitted over a frequency-selective multipath fading channel described by the discrete channel impulse response $h[l], i = 0, 1, \ldots, L - 1$, and received at the receiver baseband. By removing the CP or performing an overlap-add operation, $MN$-point received samples $r[l], i = 0, 1, \ldots, MN - 1$, are produced, which are represented as vector $r$ after S/P, and further transformed into frequency domain by FFT to yield a vector $R$.

After de-interleaving, the discrete-time received signal can be expressed in the frequency domain as

$$
R_n = H_nUX_n + V_n, n = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1,
$$

where

$$
R_n = (R[n], R[N + n], \ldots, R[(M - 1)N + n])^T
$$

is a vector of $M$ elements which are decimated from $R$ by a down-sampling factor $N$ starting from $R[n]$, the $n$th element of $R$,

$$
H_n = diag(H[n], H[N + n], \ldots, H[(M - 1)N + n])
$$

is an $M \times M$ diagonal matrix with diagonal elements decimated from the channel discrete frequency response (the $MN$-point discrete Fourier transform of $h[l]$) $H[k], k = 0, 1, \ldots, MN - 1$, by a down-sampling factor $N$ starting from $H[n]$, and $V_n$ is a zero-mean Gaussian noise vector with covariance matrix $E[V_nV_n^T] = \sigma_n^2 I$, where $E[\cdot]$ denotes ensemble average. It is also assumed that the data symbols in $x_n$ are mutually independent with average signal power $\sigma_n^2$, so that $E[x_nx_n^T] = \sigma_n^2 I$.

Finally, to recover each transmitted data vector $x_n$, equalization and detection must be performed on each received signal vector $R_n$. Denoting the estimated data vectors as $\hat{x}_n$, the output data sequence $\hat{x}[l], i = 0, 1, \ldots, MN - 1$, is then obtained from vector $\hat{x} = (\hat{x}_0^T, \hat{x}_1^T, \ldots, \hat{x}_{N-1}^T)^T$ after P/S.

Regarding the frequency-selective multipath fading channel, we use a normalized tapped delay line model and assume a full multipath diversity of order $L$. That is, all channel tap coefficients $h[l], i = 0, 1, \ldots, L - 1$, are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian random variables with zero-mean and variance $\frac{1}{L}$.

III. BERs OVER MULTIPATH FADING CHANNELS

A. BER Lower Bound of ML Detection

To set up a benchmark for performance comparison, we first give a BER lower bound using the ML detection.

Assuming perfect knowledge of the channel at the receiver, the ML estimate of the $n$th data vector $x_n$ can be obtained by minimizing the quantity

$$
(R_n - H_nUX_n)^T (R_n - H_nUX_n), n = 0, 1, \ldots, N - 1,
$$

through exhaust search from all possible date vectors $\hat{x}_n$.

Following a well established procedure, a lower bound of the average BER for the ML detection over frequency-selective multipath fading channels is given by
where \( E_a \) denotes the ensemble average over all channel coefficients \( h[i] \), \( i = 0, 1, \ldots, L - 1 \), the Q-function is defined as
\[
Q(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{x}^{\infty} e^{\frac{-t^2}{2}} dt , \quad \text{and} \quad \gamma_a = \frac{\sigma^2}{\sigma_n^2} \text{ is the input SNR.}
\]

To describe the impact of the data group size \( M \) and the multipath length \( L \) on the detection performance, we have denoted the BER lower bound (6) as a function of \( M \) and \( L \).

### B. BER of Linear Equalization

Linear equalization is preferable in practice since it can simply use a one-tap equalizer for each subcarrier in the frequency domain. Let \( C[k] \) denote the one-tap equalizer coefficient to be applied to \( R[k] \) on subcarrier \( k \) and
\[
C_n = \text{diag}(C[N], C[N + 1], \ldots, C[(M - 1)N + n])
\]
denote an \( M \times M \) diagonal matrix with diagonal elements \( C[lN + n] \), \( l = 0, 1, \ldots, M - 1 \). The linear equalization and detection process can be described as follows. First, applying \( C_n \) to \( R_n \) produces an equalized vector \( C_n R_n \). Second, using \( U' \) to remove precoding yields the decision variable vector \( d_n = U' C_n R_n \). Finally, an estimate of the transmitted data vector \( x_n \) is obtained after hard decision on \( d_n \).

When the MMSE criterion is used, i.e., designing \( C_n \) so that the mean squared error (MSE) between \( d_n \) and \( x_n \)
\[
e^2 = E[(d_n - x_n)(d_n - x_n)']
\]
is minimized, the diagonal element in \( C_n \) is found to be
\[
C[(N + n)] = \frac{H'[N + n]}{|H[N + n]|^2 + \frac{1}{\gamma_a}}
\]
and the average BER can be evaluated as
\[
P_e^{\text{MMSE}}(M, L) = E_a \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} Q\left( \sqrt{J_n(\gamma_a)} \right) \right)
\]
where
\[
J_n(\gamma_a) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \gamma_a \left| H[N + n] \right|^2 + 1
\]
is the normalized minimum MSE [5].

As seen from (9), the MMSE equalization requires the knowledge of the input SNR. If this knowledge is not available, the ZF equalization can be performed by assuming no noise is present at the receiver and selecting the equalizer coefficients \( C[N + n] = \frac{1}{H[N + n]} \) to force the ISI to zero.

However, this ZF equalization enhances noise power when the input SNR is low and causes dividing-by-zero problem at null subcarriers. In practice, we can design the linear equalizer coefficients according to a predetermined or estimated reference SNR \( \gamma_{\text{ref}} \) as
\[
C[N + n] = \frac{H'[N + n]}{|H[N + n]|^2 + \frac{1}{\gamma_{\text{ref}}}}.
\]

Apparently, when \( \gamma_{\text{ref}} = \gamma_a \) this linear equalization becomes the MMSE equalization, and as \( \gamma_{\text{ref}} \rightarrow \infty \) it becomes the ZF equalization. Using the equalizer coefficients defined in (12), the average BER for the linear equalization can be derived as
\[
P_e(M, L) = E_a \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} Q\left( \gamma(M, L) \right) \right)
\]
where
\[
\gamma(M, L) = \frac{\left( 1 - \chi_0(\gamma_{\text{ref}}) \right)}{\left( 1 - J_n(\gamma_{\text{ref}}) \frac{J_n(\gamma_{\text{ref}})}{J_n(\gamma_{\text{ref}}) - J_n(\gamma_{\text{ref}})} \gamma_{\text{ref}} - 1 \right)} + \frac{1}{M} \sum_{i=0}^{M-1} \gamma_{\text{ref}} |H[N + n]|^2 + 1.
\]

### IV. ASYMPTOTICAL BERS

To show the relationship between the system performance and the group size as well as the relationship between the system performance and the channel diversity order, let’s work out two sets of asymptotical BERs for the linear equalization by asymptotical analysis. Here, the word “asymptotical” refers to the conditions when some system parameters take on extreme values. The first set represents the BERs for different block size \( M \) when \( L \rightarrow \infty \). The second set indicates the BERs for a given number of channel multipath \( L \) (referred to as multipath diversity order) with sufficiently large data block size, i.e., \( M \rightarrow \infty \). When both \( M \) and \( L \) approach infinity, the asymptotical BER will demonstrate the best diversity performance that the linear equalization could achieve.

#### A. Asymptotical BER lower bounds for ML Detection

For comparison purpose, we first work out the asymptotical BER lower bounds for the ML detection. To determine the asymptotical BER lower bounds under condition \( L \rightarrow \infty \), we assume that the channel provides full multipath diversity, i.e.,
\[
L = MN .
\]
Since \( H[N + n] = \sum_{i=0}^{MN-1} h[i] e^{-j\pi \frac{i}{MN}(N+n)} \), we have
\[
E[H[N + n]H'[lN + n]] = \sum_{i=0}^{MN-1} \sum_{l=0}^{MN-1} E[h[i]h'[l]] e^{j\pi \frac{i}{MN}(N+n)} e^{-j\pi \frac{l}{MN}(N+n)} = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{i=0}^{MN-1} e^{-j\pi \frac{i}{MN}(l-l')} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} 1, & l = l' \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{array} \right. \]

This means that \( H[N + n] \) becomes an independent complex
Gaussian variable with unit variance when the channel has full diversity. Then, the ensemble average in (6) can be performed on \( H[N + n] \) directly instead of \( h[l] \). Denoting \( H[N + n] \) as \( \alpha_{r}(l) \) for convenience, the asymptotical BER lower bound can be evaluated as

\[
P_e^\alpha(M, \infty) = P_e^\alpha(M, MN)_{\infty} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} E_{\alpha_{r}} \left\{ Q \left( \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} |\alpha_r(l)|^2 \right) \right\} = E_{\alpha_{r}} \left\{ Q \left( \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} |\alpha_r(l)|^2 \right) \right\} \tag{17}
\]

which is the BER with diversity order \( M \) (note that the subscript \( n \) in \( \alpha_r(l) \) is ignored since the ensemble averages

\[
E_{\alpha_{r}} \left\{ Q \left( \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} |\alpha_r(l)|^2 \right) \right\}
\]

are the same for all \( n \)). Thus, it is proved that given a group size \( M \) the ML detection can only achieve diversity order \( M \) even if the channel has unlimited diversity.

The second set of asymptotical BER lower bounds indicates the best performance for a given multipath diversity order \( L \) but with sufficiently large data block size \( M \). In this case, we have \( H[N + n] = \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} h[l] e^{-j \frac{2 \pi}{MN} nl} \), and thus

\[
\sum_{n=0}^{N-1} |h[l]|^2 = \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} |h[l]|^2 e^{-j \frac{2 \pi}{MN} nl} = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} |h[l]|^2
\]

As \( L \to \infty \), we have

\[
P_e^\alpha(\infty, L) = P_e^\alpha(M, L)_{\infty} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} E_{\alpha_{r}} \left\{ Q \left( \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} |\alpha_r(l)|^2 \right) \right\} = E_{\alpha_{r}} \left\{ Q \left( \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} |\alpha_r(l)|^2 \right) \right\} \tag{19}
\]

which is the BER with diversity order \( L \).

When both \( M \to \infty \) and \( L \to \infty \), we have

\[
\frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \frac{1}{\sqrt{\gamma}} \to 1 \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} |\alpha_r(l)|^2 \to 1
\]

Therefore, from either (17) or (19) the asymptotical BER lower bound of the ML detection becomes

\[
P_e^\alpha(\infty, \infty) = Q\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{\gamma}}\right) \tag{20}
\]

which is best performance a precoded OFDM system could achieve. We refer to it as the maximum diversity performance. It is the same as the BER in Gaussian channel without fading.

B. Asymptotical BERs for Linear Equalization

Following the same procedure as that we used for deriving (17), the first set of the asymptotical BERs (i.e., \( L \to \infty \)) can be expressed as \( P_e(M, \infty) = E_{\gamma} \left( \sqrt{\gamma} \right) \) where \( \gamma(M, \infty) \) has the same expression as (14) but the subscript \( n \) is ignored and

\[
J^{(0)}(\gamma) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \frac{1}{\gamma(l)} + 1
\]

\[
J^{(2)}(\gamma) = \frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \gamma(l)^2
\]

The second set of the asymptotical BERs is reached as \( M \to \infty \) under a given multipath diversity order \( L \), and can be expressed as \( P_e(\infty, L) = E_{\gamma} \left( \sqrt{\gamma(\infty, L)} \right) \) where \( \gamma(\infty, L) \) has the same expression as (14) but

\[
J^{(0)}(\gamma) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{1}{\gamma^2} |H(e^{j\omega})|^2 d\omega
\]

\[
J^{(2)}(\gamma) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{0}^{\infty} \frac{1}{\gamma^2} |H(e^{j\omega})|^2 d\omega
\]

where \( H(e^{j\omega}) \) is the Fourier transform of \( h[l] \).

When both \( M \to \infty \) and \( L \to \infty \), a closed-form expression of the best performance that the linear equalization could offer can be derived as \( P_e(\infty, \infty) = Q(\sqrt{\gamma(\infty, \infty)}) \), where \( \gamma(\infty, \infty) \) has the same expression as (14) but

\[
J^{(0)}(\gamma) = \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\rho} d\rho
\]

\[
J^{(2)}(\gamma) = \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\rho} d\rho
\]

which can be derived from (21) and (22) respectively. For example, to derive (25), we notice that \( |\alpha_r(l)|^2 \) in (21) is chi-square-distributed with two degrees of freedom and probability distribution function (pdf) \( e^{-\rho} \). As \( M \to \infty \), the average

\[
\frac{1}{M} \sum_{l=0}^{M-1} \frac{1}{\gamma(l)} + 1
\]

over \( l \) can be replaced by ensemble average

\[
\int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\rho} d\rho
\]

V. ASYMPTOTICAL BER AND SNR DEGRADATION

Comparing the maximum diversity performance of the ML detection with the asymptotical BERs of the linear equalization derived above, we are now able to gain a full understanding of the diversity performance of the linear equalization. Fig. 2 shows the \( P_e(\infty, \infty) \) curves as functions of \( E_b/N_0 \), by replacing the input SNR \( \gamma_m = 2 E_b / N_0 \) for QPSK, where \( E_b \)

\[
\text{Defining a special function } E_\alpha(x) = \int_{0}^{x} \frac{1}{t} e^{-t} E_\alpha(\frac{1}{t}) \text{ for } n=1 \text{ and } 2.
\]
is the signal energy per bit and $N_0$ is the noise power spectral density. The reference normalized SNR is set to $(E_b/N_0)_{ref} = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40$ dB respectively. $P^{\text{t}}_{\text{m}}(\infty, \infty)$ and $P^{\text{mmse}}_{\text{t}}(\infty, \infty)$, which is the performance lower bound of the linear equalization, are also displayed for comparison purpose.

As we know, the diversity order describes how fast the BER decreases as the SNR increases, i.e., it is related to the slope of the BER curve. From Fig. 2 we see that a BER curve of the linear equalization for a given reference SNR has similar slope to that of the maximum diversity BER curve for SNRs below the reference SNR. As the SNR increases beyond the reference SNR, the BER curve gradually goes flat. This observation indicates that the linear equalization achieves the same diversity order as the ML detection for SNRs lower than the reference SNR (though the BER itself is worse than that of the ML detection) but the diversity is lost when the SNR is higher than the reference SNR. We refer to the SNRs below the reference SNR as the operational SNR range.

Furthermore, we notice that the asymptotical BERs $P^{\text{t}}(\infty, \infty)$ and $P^{\text{mmse}}_{\text{t}}(\infty, \infty)$ are evaluated by the same Q-function but with SNR $\gamma_{\text{ref}}$ and $\gamma(\infty, \infty)$ respectively. Thus the performance degradation can be more efficiently described by the SNR degradation. We call this SNR degradation as the asymptotical SNR degradation, which is defined as

$$D = -10 \log \left( \frac{\gamma(\infty, \infty)}{\gamma_{\text{ref}}} \right)$$

$$= 10 \log \left( \frac{\gamma_{\text{ref}} \left[ 1 - J^{(1)}(\gamma_{\text{ref}}) \right] J^{(1)}(\gamma_{\text{ref}})}{\left| 1 - J^{(1)}(\gamma_{\text{ref}}) \right|^2} \right)$$

Fig. 3 shows the asymptotical SNR degradation as a function of the normalized SNR $E_b/N_0$ with $(E_b/N_0)_{ref} = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40$ dB respectively. We see that when the SNR is lower than the reference SNR the degradation is almost a constant, which implies the same slope on the BER curve. Once the SNR goes beyond the operational range, the degradation increases rapidly, which indicates the loss of diversity. As the reference SNR increases, the operational range becomes wider but the SNR degradation increases too.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that a practical linear equalization achieves the maximum multipath diversity for the SNRs within an operational range which is determined by the reference SNR used to design the linear equalization coefficients. However, once the SNR goes across the operational threshold (i.e., the reference SNR), the diversity advantage is lost. If the SNR is known at the receiver, the MMSE equalization will offer the lower bound performance. The derived closed-form asymptotical BER and SNR degradation expressions not only provide an efficient way to evaluate the potential performance that the linear equalization could achieve but also serve as a useful tool for optimal receiver design.
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